MULTIPLICATION PIPELINE OVERVIEW
WHAT IS MULTIPLICATION PIPELINE?
The Multiplication Pipeline is designed to help local churches discover and develop ministry leaders and
church planting missionaries. Up to three years of training modules are available to train learners in more
than 20 ministry leadership competencies. The training is sequenced but flexible, so your church may
supplement for focus or depth.
DISCOVER AND DEVELOP MINISTRY LEADERS
The Pipeline provides local churches with the tools necessary to assess and develop ministry leaders and
potential church planting missionaries. Individuals receive specific training through self-study, reflection
and coaching. The Pipeline is an effective tool for developing ministry leaders and future church planting
missionaries in your local church.
MULTIPLICATION CONTENT OVERVIEW
Year 1: In year one individuals grow as disciples of Christ through training in spiritual formation, biblical
knowledge and missional living.
Year 2: Year two prepares disciples for ministry leadership and disciple-making while exploring a call to
further missional involvement through church planting as a lead planter or team member.
Year 3: Year three helps potential church planters prepare for assessment and explore methods and
models of church planting.
MULTIPLICATION PIPELINE FORMAT
›› Designed to fit a September to May school calendar, but the training is flexible enough to implement 		
on a schedule that fits your calendar.
››

Online-based training designed for mobile and desktop platforms.

››

Requires learners invest approximately 2–3 hours per week into assignments.

››

Coaches play a significant role in the growth experience of learners and are encouraged to meet 		
twice a month one-on-one, with a cohort and/or within a large group.

››

Men and women may utilize the same training program, and you are able to tailor coaching and group
meetings to their specific development needs.

››

Each training module follows a learn, integrate and demonstrate format and approach.

MULTIPLICATION PIPELINE IS NOT
A Bible Study: While Pipeline content is highly integrated with Scripture, Pipeline training is only
designed to equip learners with tools they need to grow as missional leaders.
Theological Training: While the material touches on basic theology, it is not designed to dive deeply into
theological matters. This purpose is fulfilled by the local church and in other learning environments.
Ministry-specific Training: While Pipeline training can help develop missional leaders who serve in any
area of ministry, it is not intended to develop skills in any specific area of ministry.
HOW DO I START?
›› Register your church at namb.net/Pipeline.
››

Preview the Pipeline training.

››

Have a conversation with your NAMB Regional Pipeline Coach to discuss available options for your 		
Pipeline Participants.

››

Access is free for Southern Baptist Churches, but placement assessments (optional) cost $32 each.

NAMB’s Church Planting Pipeline Team is available to walk your church through every step of Pipeline
implementation. Please contact us at pipeline@namb.net with any questions.

